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MODELING THE PERFORMANCE OF WATER- AND LIQUID-GALLIUM-COOLED X-RAY
OPTICAL COMPONENTS - A COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT *

J. CHRZAS, A.M. KHOUNSARY, D.M. MILLS and P.J. VICCARO
Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory, 9700 S. Cass Avenue, Argonne, JL 60439, USA

Thermal and structural analyses of a water- or liquid-gallium-cooled silicon crystal X-ray monochromator subjected to high heat
load* have been carried out using a finite-element method. Rocking curves were produced from the computed strain distributions in
the crystal and compared with experimentally measured rocking curves. Good agreement between the general width and shape of the
calcukted and measured rocking curve profiles was obtained. This agreement provides a foundation for extending our modeling to
the prediction of X-ray optical component performance with more-complex cooling schemes. Such elaborate cooling techniques may
be required for the increased power load that will be produced by insertion devices in the next generation of low-emittance storage
ring sources, such as the Advanced Photon Source (APS) to be constructed at Argonne National Laboratory.

1. Introduction

The next-generation synchrotron radiation sources,
such as the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility
(ESRF) in Grenoble, Franc*; and the Advanced Photon
Source (APS) at Argonne National Laboratory, Ar-
gonne, Illinois, are low-smittance, insertion-device (ID)
based radiation sources. These new, high-brilliance
sources will have wigglers and undulators capable of
producing X-rays beams with total power exceeding 10
kW and power densities in excess of 350 W/mm2 (at 30
m from the source at normal incidence) [1]. Effective
cooling of X-ray optical components will be imperative
for successful operation of these facilities. In order to
evaluate and optimize various cooling schemes, a relia-
ble modeling capability for determining optical compo-
nent performance is essential. This paper describes the
current efforts at the APS towards that goal.

Water cooling is now the most common method for
the removal of heat from X-ray optical components. An
alternative approach pioneered at the APS is the use of
liquid gallium as a coolant [2] for X-ray optical compo-
nents. Liquid metals offer a considerable improvement
in cooling efficiency over water because of their thermal
and physical properties. Liquid gallium is particularly
attractive because of its low vapor pressure, an im-
portant consideration in high vacuum environments
should coolant leaks occur.

A series of experiments were conducted in collabora-
tion with the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source
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(CHESS) and the National Synchrotron Light Source
(NSLS) at CHESS on the 6-pole wiggler to compare the
performance of water- and liquid-gallium-cooled mono-
chromators with various cooling channel geometries. A
summary of those experiments [3] and a detailed ther-
mal and structural analysis of the monochromators have
been previously reported [4]. This manuscript reports
the recent efforts at modeling the performance of both
water- and liquid-gallium-cooled monochromators via
the calculation of rocking curves. The calculated rock-
ing curve profiles are very sensitive to the details of the
thermal distortions of the crystals as determined by our
finite-element analysis. The comparison between experi-
mental and calculated rocking curve profiles provides
an essential check on the accuracy of the modeling and
calculations.

2. Modeling

The goal of our modeling studies is to test a variety
of cooling design concepts and to optimize performance
of X-ray optical component under the influence of high
power loads from IDs. This task can be achieved by
minimizing the component's thermal distortions by op-
timization of component geometry for a particular
coolant choice. An important performance measure of a
perfect crystal monochromator subjected to heat loads
is its resulting rocking curve profile. Therefore the ini-
tial aim of our modeling program is to obtain a calcu-
lated rocking curve profile for a thermally distorted
crystal. This is accomplished in a four-step process.
First, the X-ray absorption profile as a function of
depth in the crystal is calculated using the PHOTON [3]
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Fig. 1. Geometry of the crystal used in this study, A Si(lH) crystal with three internally drilled coolant channels was used in the
experiment. Power incident on the crystal was 7.18 W/mA, corresponding to 430 W at 60 mA.

program. (Although this profile is a calculated quantity,
total power incident on the crystal is measured experi-
mentally.) From the power deposition distribution, the
thermal profile in the crystal is evaluated, and the
corresponding thermal distortions are calculated using a
finite-element analysis. The last step in the four-step
process is the calculation of rocking curves of the dis-
torted crystal. The emphasis of the modeling effort to
date has been on the highest available experimental
incident power loadings (& 400 W) since the experimen-
tal rocking curves collected at these powers show the

greatest distortions from perfect crystal rocking curve
profiles and therefore should provide the most informa-
tive comparisons with the calculations.

The geometry of the crystal used in the experiments
is shown in fig. 1 and the meshing scheme used in the
finite-element thermal/ stress analysis is shown in fig. 2.
Note that half of the crystal is modeled. It is often
adequate to model only one quarter of the crystal
subjected to synchrotron radiation; however, the low
angle of incidence used in the present study, combined
with the deep penetration of the X-rays due to the high

Fig. 2. Meshing scheme used in the finite-element modeling. The mirror symmetry with respect to the y-z plane was used to reduce
the total number of elements used in the calculation to $751 and the number of nodes to 7224.
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Parameters used in the analysis of silicon crystal
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Fig. 3. Calculated thermal profile as a function of distance
along the crystal (in the y-z plane) for the liquid-gallium- and

water-cooled crystals. The beam footprint is also shown
(±FWHM).

critical energy of the wiggler, causes a skewed power
deposition along the beam direction. (The ramifications
of the skewed power distribution on the calculated
rocking curves will be discussed later.) The heat transfer
coefficients used >n the computations were 5.0 and 0.59
Wcm " 2 K ~ l for liquid gallium (at 45 ° C) and water (at
18° C) respectively, corresponding to flow rates of 0.67
gal/min for gallium and 1.1 gal/nun for water. Ad-
ditional parameters used in the analysis are given in
table 1. Calculated thermal profiles, distortions, and
corresponding slope errors are shown in figs. 3 and 4.

Reflectivity calculations for the distorted monochro-
mator are made using the dynamical diffraction theory
for perfect crystals. In these calculations it was assumed
that there were no gradients in the ^-spacing; rather, all

Thermal conductivity (at 20 °C)
Coefficient of thermal expansion
Modulus of elasticity
Poisson's ratio

1.256 Wcm-'K"1

2.4X10"'K"1

11.3xl0'°Pa
0.3

the contributions to the broadening of the reflectivity
profiles versus angle were due to slope errors arising
from thermal distortions. This assumption is warranted,
considering that the maximum temperature difference
throughout the crystal is less than that required to
change the Bragg angle by a Darwin width. This as-
sumption was also supported experimentally where a
narrow vertical slit was placed between the second
crystal and the detector and the second crystal was
rocked. The measured width of the resulting intensity vs
angle curve was very nearly that expected from two
perfect crystals, indicating that the small portion of the
crystal from which these rays were being diffracted was
behaving very much like a perfect crystal. The area
under the reflectivity profiles for the strained crystals is
constrained to be equal to the area under a perfect-
crystal reflectivity curve. (A linear relationship between
the area under the rocking curve and the stored beam
current was observed experimentally, lending support to
this approach.)

Rocking curves are then produced by convoluting
the reflectivity profile of the distorted crystal with that
of a perfect (second) crystal reflectivity curve. The rock-
ing curves shown are the average of several rocking
curves taken across the face of the crystal since the
slope errors vary in the jr-direction (see fig. 1). The
calculated rocking curves for the gallium- and water-
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Fig. 4. (a) Calculated thermal distortion and corresponding slope error for the liquid-gallium-cooled crystal, (b) Calculated thermal
distortion and corresponding slope error for the water-cooled crystal.
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Fig. S. Calculated rocking curves for the gallium-cooled and
water-cooled crystals with the distortions shown in figs. 4a and
4b. Note that there is good agreement in the general shape and
width of the calculated and experimentally determined curves.

cooled crystals with the distortions shown in fig. 4 are
plotted in fig. 5.

3. Experimental data

The experiments were performed using radiation
produced from the 6-pole electromagnetic wiggler on
the A-line at CHESS. With a stored beam energy of
5.44 GeV, the wiggler has a critical energy of 29 keV.
The first crystal of the double crystal monochiomator
was located 14.5 m from the source. The normal inci-
dence dimensions of the X-ray beam was 28 mm hori-
zontally (uniform distribution) and 1.7 mm full width at
half maximum (FWHM) vertically (non-uniform distri-
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Fig. 6. Experimentally measured rocking curves with ~ 60 mA
of beam for the S i ( l l l ) monochromator set to diffract at 10
keV. The (undistotted) rocking curve full width at half maxi-
mum (FWHM) is - 4 arc sec. The measured FWHMs were
11.7 and 21.0 arc sec for the liquid gallium and water coolants

respectively.

bution). The measured incident power within this area
from the 6-pole wiggler was 7.18 W/mA. A symmetri-
cally cut Si(lll) crystal set to diffract 20 keV X-rays
(tfB = 5.67°) was used in the experiment. The beam
footprint on the crystal was 28 mm (perpendicular to
the scattering plane) by 17 mm FWHM (in the scatter-
ing plane). The size and geometry of the first crystal are
shown in fig. 1.

Rocking curve measurements at low currents (< 5
mA) showed the intrinic perfect crystal widths of about
4 arc sec for both water and liquid-gallium cooling. As
the beam current is increased, rocking curves show a
clear broadening; the water-cooled crystal showing a
markedly larger increase in rocking curve width as
compared to the gallium-cooled crystal. The rocking
curve profiles taken at nearly identical incident power
for water- and gallium-cooled crystals are shown in fig.
6.

For an ideal optical system, the peak output flux
should vary linearly with stored beam current. Such a
linear relationship between current and count rate is not
experimentally observed. Rather, the peak count rate is
found to saturate at 15-20 mA for the water-cooled
crystal and at 20-25 mA for the gallium-cooled crystal,
indicating the presence of thermal distortions. Nonethe-
less the superiority of liquid gallium cooling over water
cooling is clearly observable, although even with the
liquid gallium only about 30% of the ideal intensity is
measured.

4. Discussion of the results

As seen in fig. 3, the gallium-cooled crystal has only
half the temperature rise of the water-cooled crystal.
The corresponding thermal distortions and slope errors
along the z axis (fig. 1) are plotted for both cases in fig.
4. The distortions and slope errors for the gallium-cooled
crystal are approximately half the value of the water-
cooled monochromator; the distortion profiles closely
rexmble the temperature profile of the crystals shown
in fig. 3.

The calculated rocking curves for Si(lll) at 20 keV
(fig. 5) for power loading of 430 W (60 mA beam
current) mimic the general trends of the measured pro-
files (fig. 6), but do not match them precisely. (Note
that we have not attempted to normalize the vertical
scales on the two plots.) Our calculations, however, do
reproduce the observed asymmetry in the intensity pro-
file and provide a good match to the observed broad-
ening. We attribute this asymmetry, at least in part, to
the fact that the center of the thermal distortion is not
aligned with the center of the beam footprint on the
crystal, resulting in a preferential sampling of one sign
of the slope error. Both the calculations and measure-
ments show a clear enhancement of the output flux
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from the liquid-gallium-cooled crystal over that of the
water-cooled crystal. Further substantiation of this hy-
pothesis is currently being explored by performing a
similar analysis of data collected at 8 keV (8B = 14.3°).

Even with the improved cooling provided by the
liquid gallium, the crystal showed considerable distor-
tion and passed less than -j of the expected flux at
currents of 60 mA and above. This is due in large part
to the fact that the crystal and coolant channel geome-
tries were not optimized for the power loadings and
coolants used here. For the same power loading, consid-
erable improvement in the peak diffracted intensities
should be realized through optimization of crystal and
coolant channel dimensions. A program is currently
under way at the APS aimed at the optimization of
crystal cooling configurations. This will give an indica-
tion C/i whether liquid gallium will be sufficient for the
cooling needs of next-generation synchrotron radiation
sources or whether more-elaborate cooling schemes will
be required.
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